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Abstract
The Veriﬁcation Logic for Rewriting Logic (VLRL) is a modal action logic in which rewrite rules
are captured as actions. This paper studies a possible representation of the VLRL action formulae
using the Next and the Until operators of Linear Temporal Logic (LTL). In particular, it studies
the use of the Maude model checker to prove VLRL action formulae. Action modalities of VLRL
ﬁx the transition that will take place in a state and the context in which it will be applied, while
LTL operators do not. Thus, to represent action modalities in LTL it is necessary to transform the
initial rewrite theory into a new one in which the states carry the information about the transitions
used and the context in which they have taken place. VLRL properties are then studied in the
transformed theory by translating VLRL formulae into equivalent LTL formulae.
Keywords: Modal logic, liner temporal logic, Maude, rewriting logic, veriﬁcation logic for
rewriting logic, transformation of theories.
1 Introduction
The Veriﬁcation Logic for Rewriting Logic (VLRL) [3,10,11] is a modal action
logic in which rewrite rules are captured as actions. It supports the veriﬁcation
of properties of systems speciﬁed in rewriting logic [6,7]. In order to express
the properties of the system, VLRL allows the deﬁnition of observations of
the behaviour of the system. In this way, it is the user who determines in each
case the facts of the system that he wants to emphasize.
A VLRL signature ﬁxes a designated sort State that represents the ob-
jects of the system relative to which change is captured. Then, VLRL actions
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represent those transitions that are “atomic” in the sense that, even if more
than one rewrite takes place during such a transition, this happens because
the structure of the state allows for such rewrites to be performed concur-
rently. The VLRL modal language provides four action modalities to express
properties of a successor of a given state. Two of the modalities are existen-
tial in the sense that they require the action to denote an existing transition
from the current state. The other two are universal and do not impose such
requirement.
VLRL allows the veriﬁcation of a particular sequence of rewrites, in con-
trast with a Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) where all computation paths are
explored. Properties concerning a computation path are expressed in VLRL
in a natural way through the use of the action modalities. Actually, VLRL
can be used as a ﬂexible interface in which to prove properties expressed in
diﬀerent branching time temporal logics [3]. And besides the action part of
the logic, which is the one explored in this paper, VLRL also provides a spatial
modality used to formulate properties of parts of the system, and the logic
allows the combination of the action and the spatial modalities with great
freedom.
This paper studies how action properties can be expressed using the Next
and the Until operators of LTL in order to use the Maude model checker [2]
to help proving the VLRL properties. But while the action modalities ﬁx the
transition that will take place in a state together with its context, the LTL op-
erators do not. Thus, to represent the action modalities in LTL it is necessary
to transform the initial rewrite theory into a new one in which the states carry
information about the transitions that are applied and the context in which
they take place; this is based on previous work by Meseguer about transfor-
mation of rewrite theories to express fairness and justice properties [8]. VLRL
properties are then studied in the transformed theory by translating VLRL
formulae into LTL ones that make use of that additional information to ex-
press the same property. For that we use a state predicate to express when an
action α has been applied to obtain a certain state, taken(α), and another one
to express when actions have been applied concurrently, concurrent. Satisfac-
tion of both state predicates is deﬁned over states of the transformed theory.
We illustrate our approach with a speciﬁcation of a simple protocol, but our
construction applies to any system with a commutative and associative struc-
ture, and it can also be used with arbitrary systems by a simple extension of
the ideas presented here.
Section 2 summarizes the main VLRL concepts used in the paper and
Section 3 presents the way a rewrite theory is transformed into a new one
with information about actions. Section 4 explains how to obtain atomic
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propositions from observations; then the translation of a VLRL action formula
to an LTL formula is explained. Section 5 shows the use of the Maude model
checker for proving some VLRL formulae. Finally, the appendix contains the
complete speciﬁcation of the example presented in the paper.
This paper assumes familiarity with rewriting logic and Maude and its
LTL model checker; detailed accounts about them can be found in [6,1,2].
Our notation follows standard practice: TΣ denotes the initial algebra of terms
over the signature Σ and TΣ/E is the initial algebra of equivalence classes of
terms [t] of the theory (Σ, E). We use t[w/x] to denote the term obtained from
replacing the variable x by w in t; sometimes an overbar is used to abbreviate
sequences of expressions.
2 Overview of VLRL
VLRL [3,10,11] is a logic to talk about change in an indirect and global manner
like other modal and temporal logics [5,4], in contrast with rewriting logic
which is a logic of change. The idea is to make available attributes for making
observations of the state of a system and action symbols to account for its
elementary state changes.
2.1 Veriﬁcation signature
Given a rewrite signature (Σ, E), a veriﬁcation signature (Σ+, E+, State,At, L)
consists of:
• a distinguished sort State of Σ;
• additional sorts and operators that deﬁne an extension Σ+ of Σ, together
with a set E+ of equations that axiomatize the extension in a way that
protects the original signature, i.e., such that TΣ+/E+|Σ  TΣ/E ;
• a family At of observation attributes, each of which has an associated sort
s of Σ+;
• a collection L of labels indexed over strings of sorts in Σ. The index corre-
sponds to the sequence of sorts of the variables appearing in the rule that
deﬁnes the action associated with the label.
2.2 A simple mutual exclusion example
In what follows, we illustrate our approach with a simple speciﬁcation bor-
rowed from [1]. It describes a system with two processes, a and b, that share a
critical resource. Each process can be either waiting or in the critical section,
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and they take turns accesing the critical section by passing to each other a
diﬀerent token (either $ or #).
mod MUTEX is sorts Name Mode Proc Token Conf .
subsorts Token Proc < Conf .
op none : -> Conf .
op __ : Conf Conf -> Conf [assoc comm id: none] .
ops a b : -> Name .
ops wait critical : -> Mode .
op <_,_> : Name Mode -> Proc .
ops # $ : -> Token .
rl [a-enter] : $ < a, wait > => < a, critical > .
rl [b-enter] : # < b, wait > => < b, critical > .
rl [a-exit] : < a, critical > => < a, wait > # .
rl [b-exit] : < b, critical > => < b, wait > $ .
endm
We can deﬁne two observation attributes of sort Bool, crit-a and crit-b,
to check if a given process is in its critical section. The veriﬁcation signature
associated to the signature (ΣMUTEX, EMUTEX) of MUTEX that we are going to use





, Conf, {crit-a, crit-b}, L) ,
with Σ+
MUTEX
extending Σ with the sort Bool, E+
MUTEX
extending E with the equa-
tions for the Boolean operators, and L = {a-enter, b-enter, a-exit, b-exit}.
2.3 Actions
We start by deﬁning pre-actions, α. These correspond to the quotient of the
set of proof terms obtained through the following rules of deduction:
• Identities : 1 for each [t]
[t] : [t] → [t]
,
• Replacement : for each rewrite rule r : [t(x1, . . . , xn)] −→ [t
′(x1, . . . , xn)] and
terms w1, . . . , wn,
r(w) : [t(w/x)] → [t′(w/x)]
,
and
• Σ-structure: for each f ∈ Σ,
α1 : [t1] −→ [t
′
1] . . . αn : [tn] −→ [t
′
n]
f(α1, . . . , αn) : [f(t1, . . . , tn)] −→ [f(t
′




modulo the following equations:
• Identity transitions : f([t1], . . . , [tn]) = [f(t1, . . . , tn)],
1 Note that [t] denotes a state as well as the corresponding identity transition for that state.
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• Axioms in E: t(α) = t′(α), for each equation t = t′ in E.
Actions are the pre-actions that rewrite terms of sort State. 2
Intuitively, actions (or more generally, pre-actions) correspond to “atomic”
transitions where no sequential composition or nested applications of the re-
placement rule have taken place. It was proved in [6] that any transition in
the initial model of a rewrite theory can be decomposed as an interleaving
sequence of pre-actions.
One should be careful not to confuse this notion with that of one-step
rewrite, that we will also use. The one-step rewriting relation, denoted with
−→1 to distinguish it from the general rewrite relation −→, holds between
two terms u and v iﬀ there is a one-step proof of u −→ v, that is, a proof of
u −→ v in which only one rewrite rule is applied to a single subterm. In other
words, a one-step rewrite is a pre-action in which the replacement rule has
been applied exactly once. This relation is used by the Maude model checker
for the transition relation of the Kripke structure associated to a rewrite theory
[2].
2.4 Action modalities
VLRL deﬁnes four action modalities, [α], [[α]], 〈α〉, and 〈〈α〉〉 that capture the
state transitions performed by the action α. The modal language 3 associated
to a veriﬁcation signature is given by
ϕ ::= true | t1 = t2 | ¬ϕ | ϕ ⊃ ϕ | [α]ϕ | [[α]]ϕ | 〈α〉ϕ | 〈〈α〉〉ϕ
where t1 and t2 are terms over the signature Σ
+ extended with the attributes
as constants of the corresponding sort.
Given an interpretation I for the observation attributes, mapping each
attribute of sort s to a function from TΣ/E,State to TΣ+/E+,s, the value [[t
′]]I,σ[t]
of term t′ at state [t] with respect to I and ground substitution σ is:
• [[x]]I,σ[t] = σ(x),
• [[at ]]I,σ[t] = I(at)([t]),
• [[f(t1, . . . , tm)]]
I,σ[t] = f([[t1]]
I,σ[t], . . . , [[tm]]
I,σ[t]).
Satisfaction of action modality formulae at a given state [t], observation inter-
pretation I, and ground substitution σ is deﬁned by structural induction:
• [t], I, σ |=VLRL t1 = t2 iﬀ [[t1]]
I,σ[t] = [[t2]]
I,σ[t].
2 The above deﬁnition of actions assumes that the rules in R are unconditional. The
extension to conditional rules is straightforward.
3 Actually, as remarked in the introduction, this is only the action part of the language:
see [3] for the complete deﬁnition.
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• [t], I, σ |=VLRL [α]ϕ iﬀ [[α]]
σ : [t] → [t′] implies [t′], I, σ |=VLRL ϕ.
• [t], I, σ |=VLRL [[α]]ϕ iﬀ [t], I, σ |=VLRL [α]ϕ and [t], I, σ |=VLRL [β(α)]ϕ, for
all actions β(α) that put α in context, that is, β(α) is constructed only with
identities and Σ-structure rules on top of α.
• [t], I, σ |=VLRL 〈α〉ϕ iﬀ [[α]]
σ : [t] → [t′] and [t′], I, σ |=VLRL ϕ.
• [t], I, σ |=VLRL 〈〈α〉〉ϕ iﬀ either [t], I, σ |=VLRL 〈α〉ϕ or there is an action
β(α) that puts α in context such that [t], I, σ |=VLRL 〈β(α)〉ϕ.
and in the expected way in the other cases. Note that [α] and [[α]] are universal
modalities that require that the formula holds for all possible successors, as
opposed to 〈α〉 and 〈〈α〉〉 which are existential.
The actions α are subject to interpretation because they may contain vari-
ables. We denote by [[α]]σ the state transition that is given by the ground
action obtained by applying the substitution σ to the action α. Then, for a
given substitution actions are deterministic but partial, i.e., they do not ap-
ply to every state. In fact, once instantiated, an action is only applicable to a
single state; this is due to the fact that an action carries within itself all the
context information about where rewrite rules are applied.
The diﬀerence between the single action modalities [α] and 〈α〉, and the
double action modalities [[α]] and 〈〈α〉〉 is that the double modalities allow the
formulation of properties about parts of the system in a wider context without
complicating the notation by the need to make explicit the contextual identity
transitions for those subterms that remain unchanged. That is, the action can
happen anywhere in the term that represents the state.
For example, the intended interpretation I of the attributes for the MUTEX
veriﬁcation signature is such that I(crit-a) maps a term of sort Conf to true
if it contains the subterm < a, crit > and to false otherwise, and similarly
for I(crit-b). Under this interpretation, the formulae [[a-enter]](crit-a =
true) and [[a-enter b-enter]](crit-b = true) hold in the state $ < a,
wait > < b, wait>, but the formula 〈〈b-enter〉〉(crit-b = true) does not.
3 Adding actions and contexts to a state
In general, for a rewrite theory R it may not be easy to specify directly a
predicate of the form taken(a(y)) holding in those states that arise from ap-
plying the action a to some other state, or a predicate concurrent stating that
two actions can be done concurrently. What we can do is to associate to R a
semantically equivalent theory R′ with information about the actions that are
applied in the system and the context in which the actions are triggered. We
can then reason about the VLRL properties in this new theory and transfer
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back to R the results obtained.
In this section we illustrate our general technique by deﬁning a theory
NEW-MUTEX that extends our rewrite theory MUTEX with some new sorts, op-
erators, and rules, but also modiﬁes the original rules in the way explained
below. The complete speciﬁcation can be found in the appendix.
3.1 The new states
States in NEW-MUTEX will carry information about the actions that have created
them. They are represented as tuples
{ C | R | A | S }
where:
• C is a term that represents a state in the original system MUTEX.
• R can be concur or no-concur depending on whether the last action has
been executed concurrently with the previous ones. For the initial state its
value is indiﬀerent: we arbitrarily choose concur.
• A is the last action that has been carried out.
• S is a marked state in which those subterms that have been changed by the
last action are marked by enclosing them inside @ @.
To help grasp the underlying idea consider the transition
$ < a, wait > # < b, wait > −→ < a, critical > < b, critical >
in MUTEX. This transition can arise after the sequential application of ac-
tion a-enter followed by b-enter, the application of b-enter followed by
a-enter, or a single application of the action a-enter b-enter. In the ﬁrst
case (and similarly in the second), the corresponding rewrites in the trans-
formed theory are as follows (the operators * and + are explained in the
next section).
{ $ < a, wait > # < b, wait > | concur | * |
$ + < a, wait > + # + < b, wait > }
−→1
{ < a, critical > # < b, wait > | concur | a-enter |
@ < a, critical > @ + # + < b, wait > }
−→1
{ < a, critical > < b, critical > | no-concur | b-enter |
< a, critical > + @ < b, critical > @ }
Note that the action associated to the last state is only b-enter, and the
marked subterm, < b, critical >, corresponds to the subterm changed by
the last action. The second argument of the second state is trivially concur
since it is the only action that has taken place so far.
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On the other hand, the single action a-enter b-enter is simulated in the
transformed theory by performing the last rewrite in a diﬀerent manner.
{ $ < a, wait > # < b, wait > | concur | * |
$ + < a, wait > + # + < b, wait > }
−→1
{ < a, critical > # < b, wait > | concur | a-enter |
@ < a, critical > @ + # + < b, wait > }
−→1
{ < a, critical > < b, critical > | concur | a-enter b-enter |
@ < a, critical > @ + @ < b, critical > @ }
The third component of the state reﬂects the fact that both actions have
happened concurrently, as indicated by the presence of concur in the sec-
ond argument. And since the action a-enter b-enter has changed the two
subterms, both of them appear marked now.
It may seem surprising that the concurrent action a-enter b-enter ac-
tually corresponds to two steps in the transformed theory: this is enforced
upon us by the fact that the Maude model-checker works by taking one-step
rewrites. Since it is not possible to foresee in advance what concurrent steps
will take place, the best we can do is just to translate each original rule into a
single one in the transformed theory and to rely on their interleaving to allow
for all possible concurrent actions. It is precisely the second argument, when
its value is concur, which tells us that the interleaving must be interpreted as
a concurrent action whose complete name appears as the third argument.
3.2 The new sorts
New sorts are introduced to deal with actions, marked states, and the new
states.
sorts Action Action+ .
sort Concur .
sorts Conf+ Conf’ .
sort NewConf .
subsort Conf < Conf+ .
subsort Conf < Conf’ .
subsort Action < Action+ .
Two operators are declared to signal when actions happen concurrently.
ops concur no-concur : -> Concur .
To capture actions arising from the application of the replacement rule of
deduction, the idea is to add for each rewrite rule l : [t(x)] → [t′(x)], where
we assume a ﬁxed order in x = (x1 : s1, . . . , xn : sn), an operator
op l : s_1 ... s_n -> Action .
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Since the rules in MUTEX only involve ground terms what we get is
ops a-enter b-enter a-exit b-exit : -> Action .
Actions obtained by the Σ-structure rule are represented by allowing the op-
erators of the signature to apply to actions as well. In our case,
op none : -> Action .
op __ : Action Action -> Action [assoc comm id: none] .
We add to the actions a new value, *, diﬀerent from all actions deﬁned in the
system. This value is used in the initial state to represent that no action has
occurred yet.
op * : -> Action+ .
Marked states are represented by terms of sort Conf+; they are constructed
from system states and the operators
op @_@ : Conf -> Conf+ .
op _+_ : Conf+ Conf+ -> Conf+ [assoc comm] .
The ﬁrst operator is the “marker”: its argument is a state in MUTEX. The
second operator combines marked states to get another marked state. This
last operator is declared with the same properties as the operator __ that
constructs the states in MUTEX, except for the identity element which is not
declared to facilitate the deﬁnition of auxiliary operations.
Conf’ is used to determine the context in which a rewrite rule of the
original system MUTEX will be applied. It is deﬁned by the following operations:
op _._ : Conf+ Action -> Conf’ .
op [_] : Conf -> Conf’ .
op _+’_ : Conf’ Conf’ -> Conf’ [assoc comm] .
with the equation
var S : Conf+ . var A : Action . var C : Conf .
eq (S . A) +’ C = ((S + C) . A) .
The ﬁrst operation adds to a state information about the action used to obtain
it. These extended states are the result of applying a transformed rewrite rule
of the original system (see, e.g., rule a-enter at the end of this section). The
second operation is used to single out the subterm to which the rewrite rule
will be applied. This operation is combined with the last one and the rule
descend below to decompose a state into its components.
Finally, the sort NewConf is used to represent the states in the transformed
theory.
op {_|_|_|_} : Conf Concur Action+ Conf+ -> NewConf .
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3.3 The new rules
The original rules in MUTEX have to be transformed so that they only apply
to the currently selected terms, as well as to point out which new terms are
created. For that, the lefthand side is encapsulated within brackets and the
righthand side consists of the resulting processes and tokens, marked, together
with the name of the rule (that corresponds to the action executed).
rl [a-enter] : [ $ < a , wait > ] =>
(@ < a , critical > @ . a-enter) .
rl [b-enter] : [ # < b , wait > ] =>
(@ < b , critical > @ . b-enter) .
rl [a-exit] : [ < a , critical > ] =>
((@ < a , wait > @ + @ # @) . a-exit) .
rl [b-exit] : [ < b , critical > ] =>
((@ < b , wait > @ + @ $ @) . b-exit) .
Then, NEW-MUTEX includes rules to transform a state { C | R | A | S }
into a state { C’ | R’ | A’ | S’ } where:
• C’ is the resulting state of applying a one-step rewrite B to the state C in
the original system,
• R’ indicates whether B has been executed concurrently with A,
• A’ is the combined action of A and B if they have executed concurrently, or
only B if not, and
• S’ is the result of updating S by marking the subterm that has been changed
by the action B.
The rewrite rules used to specify those steps are as follows:
vars S S’ : Conf+ . var C : Conf .
var R : Concur . var A : Action .
var A+ : Action+ .
crl [step1] : { C | R | A+ | S } =>
{ ! S’ | concur | (|(A, A+)) | (|(S’, S)) }
if [ C ] => (S’ . A) /\ (S’ & S) .
crl [step2] : { C | R | A+ | S } =>
{ ! S’ | no-concur | A | S’ }
if [ C ] => (S’ . A) .
The rule step1 can be used only if the last action can be executed con-
currently with the previous ones. This is ensured by the S’ & S condition,
where the & operation
op _&_ : Conf+ Conf+ -> Bool .
checks if the context in which the action A is applied, represented by S’, is
disjoint from the context in which the last action was applied, represented by
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the marked state S. The basic idea is to look for occurrences of marked states
@ C @ in both S and S’.
Remark. If S and S’ are marked states, S’ & S returns true if S’ has been
obtained from S by an action that can be executed concurrently with the
previous ones.
The new state is obtained with the help of the auxiliary operations
op !_ : Conf+ -> Conf .
op | : Conf+ Conf+ -> Conf+ .
op | : Action Action -> Action .
The ﬁrst one eliminates the marks of a marked state. The second one
updates the marks of the state given as its second argument with those of the
marked state given as its ﬁrst argument. And the third operation constructs
an action out of two actions by adding the ﬁrst to the second one. We illustrate
their behavior with the following reductions, that arise in the last step of the
second example in Section 3.1:
Maude> red !(< a, critical > + @ < b, critical > @) .
result Conf: < a,critical > < b,critical >
Maude> red |(< a, critical > + @ < b, critical > @,
@ < a, critical > @ + # + < b, wait >) .
result Conf+: @ < a,critical > @ + @ < b,critical > @
Maude> red |(b-enter, a-enter) .
result Action: a-enter b-enter
The rule step2 simply executes a new action, in a non-concurrent manner
with respect to the previous ones.
The ﬁrst term of the condition of the step rules rewrites the state by mim-
icking the transitions in MUTEX. First we deﬁne a rule to obtain the subterm
to which the rewrite rules of MUTEX will be applied.
crl [descend] : [ C1 C2 ] => C1 +’ [ C2 ] if C1 =/= none and C2 =/= none .
Remark. The sequence of rewrites t
α1→ t1
α2→ · · ·
αn→ tn corresponding to the
actions α1,. . . , αn is valid in MUTEX if and only if { t | BA | A | S } →
{ t1 | BA1 | alpha1 | S1 }→ · · · → { tn | BAn | alphan | Sn } is a
valid sequence of rewrites in NEW-MUTEX, where S is the term representing the
decomposition of t into its tokens and processes.
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4 Deﬁning VLRL formulae in LTL
Our goal for this section is, given an interpretation I of the observations, to
deﬁne a translation from action formulae to LTL such that a formula holds
in a state in VLRL under the given interpretation for a ground substitution
of variables if and only if the translated formula holds in the corresponding
state of the transformed system. We start by studying how to express the
atomic VLRL formulae as state predicates in LTL, and then consider how to
translate arbitrary formulae.
4.1 Deﬁning propositions from observations
The idea is to have a state predicate for each possible atomic VLRL formulae,
that is, for each possible equation. For that we associate a supersort s∗ to
each sort s, represent each attribute of sort s as a constant of sort s∗, and
deﬁne an operator
op _=_ : s* s* -> Prop .




subsort Bool < Bool* .
ops crit-a crit-b : -> Bool* .
op _=_ : Bool* Bool* -> Prop .
The given interpretation I for the attributes is extended homomorphically
to arbitrary terms as explained in Section 2.4 and we can assume, without
loss of generality, that this extension can be deﬁned equationally through a
family of operators interp. The homomorphic extension of our distinguished
interpration I∗ for MUTEX is equationally deﬁned as follows.
op interp : Conf Bool* -> Bool .
op critical : Conf Name -> Bool .
var C : Conf . vars B1 B2 : Bool* .
vars N M : Name . var R : Concur .
var O : Token . var A : Action .
var S : Conf+ .
eq critical(none, N) = false .
eq critical(< N, critical > C, N) = true .
eq critical(O C, N) = critical(C, N) .
ceq critical(< M, critical > C, N) = critical(C, N) if N =/= M .
eq critical(< M, wait > C, N) = critical(C, N) .
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eq interp(C, crit-a) = critical(C, a) .
eq interp(C, crit-b) = critical(C, b) .
eq interp(C, true) = true .
eq interp(C, false) = false .
eq interp(C, not B1) = not interp(C, B1) .
eq interp(C, B1 or B2) = interp(C, B1) or interp(C, B2) .
eq interp(C, B1 and B2) = interp(C, B1) and interp(C, B2) .
Then, the semantics of the atomic VLRL formulae is deﬁned in LTL by means
of
ceq ({ C | R | A | S } |= B1 = B2) = true
if interp(C, B1) = interp(C, B2) .
ceq ({ C | R | A | S } |= B1 = B2) = false
if interp(C, B1) =/= interp(C, B2) .
endm
With these deﬁnitions we clearly have, for all ground terms C of sort Conf,
and t and t’ ground terms of sort Bool*, that
C, I |=VLRL t = t’ ⇐⇒ { C | R | A | S } |=LTL t = t’
The next step is to extend the translation from atomic to arbitrary VLRL
formulae.
4.2 Deﬁning action formulae in LTL
The most important diﬀerence between VLRL formulae and LTL formulae is
that the former carry within themselves information about the transition that
has to be applied. It was for this reason that we had to transform the original
system MUTEX, so that states store information about the actions taken. In
addition, now we deﬁne two predicates to recognize when such actions have
occurred: taken top(α), that will be true when the action α has taken place
at the top of the state, and taken(α), that will be true when the action α is
applied in some subterm of the term representing the state.
op taken-top : Action -> Prop .
op taken : Action -> Prop .
var C : Conf . var R : Concur .
var A : Action . var S : Conf+ .
eq { C | R | A | S } |= taken(A) = true .
ceq { C | R | A | S } |= taken-top(A) = true if top(S) .
We use an auxiliary operation that checks whether the transition has been
applied on top of the state. For this it is enough to check if all processes and
tokens of the state are marked.
op top : Conf+ -> Bool .
eq top(C) = false .
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eq top(@ C @) = true .
eq top(C + S) = false .
eq top(@ C @ + S) = top(S) .
Since actions may happen concurrently with other actions we need a state
predicate that expresses this fact. We deﬁne the concurrent predicate as
follows:
op concurrent : -> Prop .
eq { C | R | A | S } |= concurrent = R == concur .
By looking at the rules step1 and step2 it is clear that concurrent satisﬁes
the following:
Remark. A state of the form { C | R | A | S } satisﬁes the atomic propo-
sition concurrent if and only if the last action used to construct A has been
executed concurrently with the previous ones.
Now we are ready to express universal action formulae in LTL, for which
we will use the Next (©) and the Until (U) temporal operators. Intuitively,
[α]ϕ holds in a given state if after the action α is done the resulting state ful-
ﬁlls ϕ. Then, for non-concurrent actions the resulting LTL formula is simply
©(taken top(α) → ϕ). But arbitrary actions cannot be captured only with
the Next operator because it only considers one-step rewrites; they can be ex-
pressed in LTL by allowing several actions to be executed concurrently before
checking that the action of the formula has been taken. Thus, we translate
[α]ϕ as
© (concurrent U (taken top(α) ∧ ϕ)) ∨
© ((concurrent∧ ¬taken top(α)) U ¬concurrent) .
The ﬁrst part states that ϕ must hold if action α is taken, while the second
one considers the case in which α does not take place. 4 The translation of
[[α]]ϕ is similar, but replacing taken top by taken:
© (concurrent U (taken(α) ∧ ϕ)) ∨
© ((concurrent∧ ¬taken(α)) U ¬concurrent)
Existential action properties are translated to universal properties by dual-
ity. Negation and implication in VLRL correspond to negation and implication
in LTL.
4 This translation is correct if there are no deadlocks in the system (which is the case for
MUTEX) because then it is not possible to apply actions concurrently in an indeﬁnite manner
and ¬concurrentmust eventually be true. In [9] it was proved that any system in rewriting
logic can be speciﬁed by a deadlock-free theory, so this is not a serious restriction.
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5 Proving formulae with the model checker
To prove satisfaction of VLRL formulae in a state using the Maude model
checker, we deﬁne the following MUTEX-CHECK module that imports the trans-
formed theory with all the state predicates from a module MUTEX-SAT in which
taken and top are speciﬁed (see the appendix), and where we declare the ini-
tal state for the model checker. The initial state consists of two processes a




op init : -> NewConf .
eq init = { < a , wait > < b , wait > $ | concur | * |
< a , wait > + < b , wait > + $ } .
endm
We can prove satisfaction of the VLRL property
[[a-enter]](crit-a = true ∨ crit-b = true) ,
stating that after performing the action a-enter there is a process in the
critical section. The VLRL property is expressed in LTL as
© (concurrent U taken(a-enter) ∧ (crit-a = true∨ crit-b = true)) ∨
© (concurrent∧ ¬taken(a-enter) U ¬concurrent) ,
and is reduced by the model checker to:
reduce in CHECK-MUTEX : modelCheck(init, O (concurrent U taken(a-enter) /\
(crit-a = true \/ crit-b = true)) \/ O (concurrent /\ ~ taken(a-enter)
U ~ concurrent)) .
rewrites: 250 in 0ms cpu (0ms real) (~ rewrites/second)
result Bool: true
The VLRL property
〈〈a-enter〉〉¬(crit-a = true ∧ crit-b = true)
stating that it is possible to perform action a-enter and after performing it
there are not two processes in the critical section is expressed in LTL, using
duality, the formula
¬© (concurrent U (taken(a-enter) ∧ (crit-a = true ∧ crit-b = true)) ,
which can be checked with
reduce in CHECK-MUTEX : modelCheck(init, ~ O (concurrent U (crit-a = true
/\ crit-b = true) /\ taken(a-enter))) .
rewrites: 272 in 0ms cpu (0ms real) (~ rewrites/second)
result Bool: true
Notice that it is easy to follow the sequence of rewrites of the ﬁrst argument
of the transformed state to obtain a counterexample for the original VLRL
theory.
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Finally, the property
[a-enter b-enter] false
stating that process a and process b cannot enter the critical section concur-
rently is proved with
reduce in CHECK-MUTEX : modelCheck(init, O (concurrent U taken-top(a-enter
b-enter) /\ true = false) \/ O (concurrent /\ ~ taken-top(a-enter
b-enter) U ~ concurrent)) .
rewrites: 249 in 0ms cpu (0ms real) (~ rewrites/second)
result Bool: true
Note that in this case the action is done at the top of the state.
6 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a technique to prove VLRL action properties
using the Maude model checker; it can be viewed as a case study of the trans-
formation of general theories proposed by Meseguer [8] for studying fairness
in the framework of rewriting logic. First we transform the rewrite theory into
a new one in which the states carry information about the transitions used
and the context in which they have taken place. Then, VLRL properties are
studied in the transformed theory by translating VLRL formulae into equiva-
lent LTL formulae. This procedure has allowed us to check mechanically the
validity of formulae in VLRL for the ﬁrst time and it will permit us to explore
in a deeper way the beneﬁts of using the VLRL logic in the speciﬁcation of
systems. An alternative that we also intend to explore in the future is the
development of a tool to deal directly with VLRL without the intermediate
translation to LTL.
The main problem with the use of model checking for proving VLRL for-
mulae is the size of the state space since the study of a single transition usually
gives rise to many diﬀerent computation paths. This fact is reﬂected in our
transformed theory, for example, in the three possible rewrite sequences that
correspond to the transition explained in Section 3.1.
The presented procedure is general, in the sense that it can be adapted to
any system speciﬁed in rewriting logic. For a speciﬁcation with a commutative
and associative structure like that in the MUTEX example the changes should
be minor, if any. For arbitrary theories the underlying idea is the same but
the construction is more involved. In particular, we have been able to use a
single sort Action (together with a supersort) to represent actions because
the rules in the system only involve terms of a single sort, Conf. But if there
were rules for more sorts then it would be necessary to have a pre-action sort
for each of them, and to modify the extension of the operators in the signature
to actions in a corresponding manner.
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We are now working on the formalization of a general procedure for trans-
forming arbitrary theories. In particular, we have to check if Meseguer’s ideas
for treating rules with rewrites in their conditions can be applied to our case.
Besides, we are also working on translating spatial VLRL formulae to LTL
formulae, where spatial formulae are an extension of the formulae considered
here that allow to prove properties that happen in a concrete part of the state
and, in particular, to deﬁne properties of actions that happen concurrently in
diﬀerent parts of it.
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A Maude code of the mutex example
mod NEW-MUTEX is
sorts Name Mode Proc Token Conf .
sorts Action Action+ .
sorts Concur .
sorts Conf+ Conf’ .
sort NewConf .
subsort Token Proc < Conf < Conf+ Conf’ .
subsort Action < Action+ .
op * : -> Action+ .
op none : -> Action .
ops a-enter b-enter a-exit b-exit : -> Action .
op __ : Action Action -> Action [assoc comm id: none] .
ops concur no-concur : -> Concur .
op none : -> Conf .
op __ : Conf Conf -> Conf [assoc comm id: none] .
ops a b : -> Name .
ops wait critical : -> Mode .
op <_,_> : Name Mode -> Proc .
ops $ # : -> Token .
op @_@ : Conf -> Conf+ .
op _+_ : Conf+ Conf+ -> Conf+ [assoc comm] .
op _._ : Conf+ Action -> Conf’ .
op [_] : Conf -> Conf’ .
op _+’_ : Conf’ Conf’ -> Conf’ [assoc comm] .
op !_ : Conf+ -> Conf .
op | : Conf+ Conf+ -> Conf+ .
op _&_ : Conf+ Conf+ -> Bool .
op red : Conf -> Conf+ .
op | : Action Action+ -> Action .
op {_|_|_|_} : Conf Concur Action+ Conf+ -> NewConf .
vars S S’ : Conf+ .
vars C C1 C2 C3 : Conf .
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vars A A1 A2 : Action .
var A+ : Action+ .
var R : Concur .
var T : Token .
var P : Proc .
eq (S . A) +’ C = ((S + red(C)) . A ) .
eq ! C = C .
eq ! @ C @ = C .
eq ! (C + S) = C ! S .
eq ! (@ C @ + S) = C ! S .
eq red(none) = none .
eq red(T) = T .
eq red(P) = P .
ceq red(C1 C2) = red(C1) + red(C2) if C1 =/= none /\ C2 =/= none .
op _not-marked-in_ : Conf Conf+ -> Bool .
eq C1 not-marked-in C2 = true .
eq C not-marked-in @ C @ = false .
ceq C1 not-marked-in @ C2 @ = true if C1 =/= C2 .
eq C1 not-marked-in (C2 + S) = C1 not-marked-in S .
eq C not-marked-in @ C @ + S = false .
ceq C1 not-marked-in (@ C2 @ + S) = C1 not-marked-in S if C1 =/= C2 .
eq |(C, C) = C .
ceq |(C, C + S) = C if C not-marked-in S .
eq |(C , @ C @) = @ C @ .
eq |(C, @ C @ + S) = @ C @ .
eq |(@ C @, S) = @ C @ .
ceq |(C + S, C + S’) = C + |(S, S’) if C not-marked-in S’ .
eq |(C + S, @ C @ + S’) = @ C @ + |(S, S’) .
eq |(@ C @ + S, S’) = @ C @ + |(S, S’) .
eq S & C = true .
eq S & @ C @ = C not-marked-in S .
ceq (C + S) & (C + S’) = S & S’ if C not-marked-in S’ .
ceq S & (C + S’) = S & S’ if not (C not-marked-in S) .
eq (C + S) & @ C @ + S’ = S & S’ .
ceq S & @ C @ + S’ = false if not (C not-marked-in S) .
eq |(A, *) = A .
eq |(A1, A2) = (A1 A2) .
crl [descend] : [ C1 C2 ] => C1 +’ [ C2] if C1 =/= none and C2 =/= none .
rl [a-enter] : [ $ < a , wait > ] => (@ < a , critical > @ . a-enter) .
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rl [b-enter] : [ # < b , wait > ] => (@ < b , critical > @ . b-enter) .
rl [a-exit] : [ < a , critical > ] =>
((@ < a , wait > @ + @ # @) . a-exit) .
rl [b-exit] : [ < b , critical > ] =>
((@ < b , wait > @ + @ $ @) . b-exit) .
crl [step1] : { C | R | A+ | S } =>
{! S’ | concur | (|(A, A+)) | (|(S’, S)) }
if [ C ] => (S’ . A) /\ (S’ & S) .
crl [step2] : { C | R | A+ | S } =>
{! S’ | no-concur | A | S’ }






subsort Bool < Bool* .
subsort NewConf < State .
ops crit-a crit-b : -> Bool* .
op critical? : Conf Name -> Bool .
op interp : Conf Bool* -> Bool .
op _=_ : Bool* Bool* -> Prop .
var C : Conf .
vars N M : Name .
var O : Token .
var S : Conf+ .
vars B1 B2 : Bool* .
var R : Concur .
var A : Action .
eq critical?(none, N) = false .
eq critical?(< N, critical > C, N) = true .
eq critical?(O C, N) = critical?(C, N) .
ceq critical?(< M, critical > C, N) = critical?(C, N) if N =/= M .
eq critical?(< M, wait > C, N) = critical?(C, N) .
eq interp(C, crit-a) = critical?(C, a) .
eq interp(C, crit-b) = critical?(C, b) .
eq interp(C, not B1) = not interp(C, B1) .
eq interp(C, B1 or B2) = interp(C, B1) or interp(C, B2) .
eq interp(C, B1 and B2) = interp(C, B1) and interp(C, B2) .
eq interp(C, true) = true .
eq interp(C, false) = false .
ceq ({C | R | A | S } |= B1 = B2) = true if interp(C, B1) = interp(C, B2) .
ceq ({C | R | A | S } |= B1 = B2) = false if interp(C, B1) =/= interp(C, B2) .
endm
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mod MUTEX-SAT is
protecting MUTEX-OBSERVED .
op taken : Action -> Prop [ctor] .
op taken-top : Action -> Prop [ctor] .
op concurrent : -> Prop .
op top : Conf+ -> Bool .
var C : Conf .
vars A A’ : Action .
var S : Conf+ .
var N : Name .
var R : Concur .
eq {C | R | A | S } |= taken(A’) = A == A’ .
ceq {C | R | A | S } |= taken-top(A) = true if top(S) .
eq {C | R | A | S } |= concurrent = R == concur .
eq top(C) = false .
eq top(@ C @) = true .
eq top(C + S) = false .





op init : -> NewConf .
eq init = { < a , wait > < b , wait > $ | concur | * |
< a , wait > + < b , wait > + $ } .
endm
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